Why did men from Spain to
Sweden start to shave their heads
and wear someone else’s hair in
the mid-seventeenth century?
Why did women decide that it
was necessary to wear masks and
other full-face coverings in public
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towards the end of the century?
What was the economic and social
impact of the sudden proliferation
of ribbon-making machines?
This project has taken fashion
seriously, asking the simple
question: how and why did certain

Summary

Results

Over the three year period from 2010 to
2013, we have worked to create a new
interdisciplinary European community of
academics, museum curators and fashion
and design professionals to debate issues
concerning early modern fashion, and its
relevance to contemporary questions of
creativity and innovation. We have used our
networks and knowledge to support a wider
public understanding of European creativity
and innovation, both past and present,
through our collaborations with museums
such as the Victoria and Albert Museum
(UK), the Royal Armouries (Sweden), the
National Museum of Denmark including
the Open Air Museum (Denmark) and the
events and exchanges that we have had
with copyright and IP lawyers and with
the design communities in the UK and
Scandinavia. The results of our research
have fed into the work that is underway to
create the new European Galleries, 16001800 at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
which will open in 2014, into museum
collections in Denmark and Sweden and
into programmes dealing with European
copyright and design both in the past and
the present. We have been able to bring
together curators from across Europe to
discuss the challenges and opportunities of
new ways of displaying fashion and textiles
to the public while we have also worked
closely with Danish designers and artists
to explore their responses to early modern
fashion. At the close of the project we will
have published almost 60 outputs, including
two major edited collections of essays.

Our research has produced multiple
research results and a number of emerging
core conclusions:
1. We need to understand a range of
different types of fashion innovation
that were prevalent in the early modern
period, one of which could be understood
as capital-intensive and resulted in new
technologies for products such as textiles,
ribbons and stockings. These were
carefully monitored and supported by
state interventions, particularly in France
but also in Sweden and Denmark. The
other was the much less capital-intensive
forms of product-innovation which might
result either in new goods, the imitation
of imported goods or simply in a new
way of wearing such goods. Here the
innovation might be something as simple
as the creation of a new knitting stitch
or a different way of wearing one’s hair.
Both could have profound changes on the
ways in which innovations were spread,
adapted and made into essential parts of
male and female wardrobes.
2. There are strong gender components to
the two approaches to innovation, with
the latter being far more open to women,
more ﬂexible in terms of its dissemination
and more rapid in its appearance and
disappearance.
3. Print was one of the most important
process innovations for the spread
of fashion, not simply in ensuring its
dissemination but also in establishing
a demand for novelty in a predictable
time period. The appearance of early

goods such as wigs, new textiles,
ribbons, ruffs and lace become
successful in early modern Europe
while others failed? How far did
these goods travel and how were
they transmitted across linguistic,
social and geographic borders?

newspapers on a monthly and then
weekly basis generated rolling but reliable
moments when consumers would expect
to update their wardrobes or be perceived
as being ‘out of fashion’. Combined with
material objects themselves, images and
descriptions were a powerful mechanism
for dissemination and adoption.
4. The key ﬁgures in this shift to a fashion
‘system’ that was based on periodicity
were rarely amongst the highest social
elites in Europe. More often they were
intermediaries such as merchants,
diplomats, textile manufacturers
and distributors.
5. Trade networks were powerful
mechanisms for ensuring the continued
dissemination of novel fashions across
confessional and diplomatic divides,
ensuring that new fabrics or ‘looks’
spread despite continual warfare and
religious upheavals.
Training the next generation has been
another crucial part of our programme.
We have provided 26 bursaries to attend
these workshops. Students and early career
curators have come from Finland, Estonia,
Italy, Sweden and Denmark, Scotland and
England. In return, they have been able to
present their work in an informal, supportive
setting and receive feedback from senior
scholars and specialists; they have also
been guided in how to approach material
culture, textiles and archaeological ﬁnds in
ways that will help develop skills for a new
generation. The project has also fed into the
teaching undertaken by project members.

Impact and Knowledge
Exchange
The project’s Impact and Knowledge
Exchange strategy has focused on
working with three communities: museum
curators; design professionals; and
copyright and intellectual property lawyers
interested in how we protect contemporary
fashion innovations.
1. Our project was established from the start
as a mutual collaboration with museum
professionals and included curators
from National Museums as either PIs or
Associate Partners. The ﬁrst exhibition
undertaken by a project member, Patrik
Steorn’s Woven Dreams of Fashion.
From Ripsa to New York opened at
Hallwylska Museum, Stockholm in 2011.
With the collaboration of curator, Mikkel
Venborg Pederson, the Danish National
Museum will draw on the project’s
eighteenth-century materials to support
its on-going programme of research on
Danish colonialism. Our input into the
V&A’s plans for the new Europe, 16001800 galleries will result in the inclusion
of fashionable textiles and dress within
thematic displays; displays dedicated
to some aspect of fashion and pertinent
to the chronology of each large gallery;
and the inclusion of fashion in one of
the Activity Areas where the focus is on
the ﬁnal years of the ancien régime. The
gallery publication will include a section
on Fashion and Dress, authored by the PI,
post-doc and other V&A colleagues who
have been involved in the HERA project.
The ﬁnal curatorial workshop at the

These are questions that remain
relevant and our project has
demonstrated how a study of
creativity and innovation as an
economic and cultural force in the
past can help our understanding
of the same issues today.

Bowes Museum brought together curators
from across Europe to consider and
debate new ways of displaying dress and
textiles, while other workshops introduced
professional practice in fashion and textile
history, analysis of material culture and
trends in historical research, introducing
PhD students to a wider network of
scholars and to collections-based study.
2. Three Danish designers working with
our Associate Partner, Kirsten Toftegaard
at the Design Museum, Denmark, have
been responding to the collection’s
eighteenth-century materials and had
extensive dialogue with FEM members
in 2012.
3. We collaborated with the HERA
programme CULTIVATE in a number of
ways throughout the project, holding
events in London and Oxford to explore
questions of copyright and the arts in
conjunction with Professor Welch’s AHRCfunded Beyond Text programme. In 2013,
we held a workshop in collaboration with
the Centre for Commercial Law Studies
on ‘Fashion and Intellectual Property
Rights: Past and Present’ during London
Fashion week, attracting both fashion and
legal professionals.
We have been very successful in extending
our network and creating new international
connections. To date, we have 186
members in 13 European countries.

Main Activities
• Workshop 1: ‘Innovation in fashion, fashion
past and present’, 11-12 November 2010,
London. We analysed how we deﬁne
change and novelty in the early modern
period, particularly when we focus on
goods that are usually outside fashion
history such as knitted stockings.
• Workshop 2: ‘Social groups and the
circulation of fashion’, 9-10 March 2011,
Helsinki. This involved discussions on how
goods moved across social boundaries.
• Workshop 3: ‘Early Modern Textile
Production’, 6-7 October 2011,
Copenhagen. Twenty-eight participants
from Denmark, Sweden, United Kingdom,
Finland, France, Italy, Germany and
Australia met to consider early modern
textile production.
• Workshop 4: ‘Print Culture and Fashion
Products’, 30 November – 1 December
2011, Stockholm. Here we focused on
the spread of ideas about fashion in print
as well as in practice – and their interrelationships for the new readers of the
eighteenth century.
• Workshop 5: ‘The Designers’ Workshop’,
14-15 June 2012, Copenhagen. The aim
of this event was to explore the question of
past and present in terms of contemporary
fashion design practice.
• Final Conference, 14-15 September 2012,
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
• Half-day Conference: ‘Fashion and
Intellectual Property Rights’, 20 February
2013, London. This event investigated
contemporary policy, practice and research
issues concerning the protection of
Intellectual Property in the fashion industry.
• Editorial Residential, 14-16 March 2013,
Milton Keynes.
• Workshop 6: ‘Early Modern Fashion in
the Museum’, 26 April 2013, Barnard
Castle, County Durham. Held at the Bowes
Museum, this curatorial workshop explored
questions of how to show early modern
fashion to assist in future museum projects.
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